ABSTRACT

Chemical composition of lignocellulosic biomass (LCB) is an important parameter to be determined in order to identify the chemical potential in LCB. The compositional analysis of LCB is the first analysis performed prior to any LCB conversion process to produce high value-added products. LCB composition is generally characterized according to Laboratory Analytical Procedures (LAPs) published by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA. Major chemical components determined are glucan, xylan, arabinan, galactan, mannan, ash, extractives and lignin. The mathematical parts performed manually in the compositional analysis are tedious, complex and repetitive due to the interrelation of calculations within each chemical component. These manual calculations for each chemical component should be performed carefully and systematically to avoid errors in the final results of LCB composition. Therefore, this research work developed a computerized method to perform automatic LCB composition calculation system using Visual Basic (VB) software integrating its Graphical User Interface (GUI) concept to help users in performing the LCB composition calculation specifically for biomass-based research use.
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INTRODUCTION

Dependency on non-renewable source leads current research on the alternative sources of energy in order to replace current deficiency on energy sources. Lignocellulosic biomass (LCB) is one of the sources capable to become the alternative energy source particularly in the production of bioenergy (Deutschmann & Dekker 2012). Data on LCB composition is very important to be analyzed in order to determine the potential and utilization of the chemical components in LCB. The biomass conversion into high value-added product yield depends significantly with biomass composition. Accurate quantification of chemical composition of LCB enables conversion process, product yield and economic evaluation to be identified.
(NREL) and procedures from Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI). In this study, computation of LCB composition is based on LAPS from NREL. TAPPI procedures are more suitable for pulp and paper industries whilst NREL is mostly used by other researchers for LCB conversion to energy application. According to Sluiter 2010, combination of LAPS allows for summative mass closure of LCB and process intermediates. Long and complex calculations for LCB composition quantification requires calculations of chemical components as stated in LAPS. Appropriate combination of LAPS enable proper composition quantification to avoid errors during summative mass closure (Hames 2009). Summative mass closure is goal to break the LCB down into components such as glucan, xylan, mannan, arabinan, galactan, acid soluble lignin, acid insoluble lignin, protein, ash and extractives which eventually sum to hundred percent by weight.

Visual Basic (VB) is a programming language and integrated development environment from Microsoft as its Component Object Model (COM) programming model. VB have user-friendly programming language which enables graphical user interface (GUI) application. VB is widely used for computation and simulation for industrial and research purpose. Complex system development may require high functioning software such as (Singh & Fen 2011) using Microsoft Visual C# in designing smart drawer system for document tracking purpose. For computation of LCB composition in this study, VB was found suitable to develop a calculation system using GUI concept. There is no other study or software developed for this compositional analysis purpose. Since for composition analysis requires long and complex calculation, this computer aided system allows researcher as users use lesser time to calculate LCB composition with accurate result. Therefore systematic system with GUI concept is developed in this study to assists the calculation for LCB compositional analysis used specifically for research activity.

METHODOLOGY

In order to develop system for compositional analysis of LCB, there are several steps considered such as manual calculation method, development of software architecture, development of module and errors determination. Referring to NREL, the procedural and sequence of biomass compositional analysis is strictly followed the LAPS. The formulas of each calculation for all chemical compositions are also based on NREL LAPS.

Figure 1 shows flowchart of research methodology conducted in the study. In order to develop software for biomass composition analysis, raw data must first be obtained from previous study so that it can be used as input for software development. This raw data was then used to calculate the composition of biomass manually before it tested with the developed system. Both manual and developed system calculation for compositional analysis were carried out in order to determine errors with these two methods.

Manual calculation is carried out by plug in the raw data into the formula as stated in NREL LAPS. This raw data was obtained from previous study of biomass compositional analysis wet laboratory experiments. The samples of biomass were from Malaysia Rice Straw. The composition were manually calculated using typical excel sheet and referring strictly to LAPS to get the composition of LCB.

MODULE DEVELOPMENT

Module for each analysis was developed by programming the calculation for all the component analysis. This programming includes the formula related to that specific calculation. Module involved are, moisture content analysis, ash analysis, extractive analysis, protein analysis and carbohydrate and lignin analysis. This analysis is related to each other, thus correct sequencing of the programming is needed so that acceptable result is obtained.

Calculation of total solid and oven dry weight (ODW) are required as this information is needed to perform calculation in other modules. The formula to calculate total solid and ODW is shown as in Equation 1 and Equation 2 below:

\[ \% \text{Total Solid} = \frac{\text{Weight}_{\text{dry mass}} - \text{Weight}_{\text{ash received}}}{\text{Weight}_{\text{sample received}}} \times 100 \] (1)

\[ \text{ODW}_{\text{sample}} = \frac{\text{Weight}_{\text{dry mass}} \times \text{Weight}_{\text{sample}}}{100} \] (2)

Inorganic materials that present in biomass sample give significant contribution to total mass closure, thus it is necessary to calculate the composition of inorganic materials in form of ash. The formula to calculate percentage of ash in biomass samples are as in Equation 3.
% Ash = \frac{\text{Weight}_{\text{sample}} - \text{Weight}_{\text{crucible}}}{\text{ODW}_{\text{sample}}} \times 100 \quad (3)

The formula for calculate percentage of extractives content for both water and ethanol is as in Equation 4.

% Extractives = \frac{\text{Weight}_{\text{crucible plus extractives}} - \text{Weight}_{\text{crucible}}}{\text{ODW}_{\text{sample}}} \times 100 \quad (4)

The calculations for percentage of acid-soluble lignin in the development of lignin module are as in Equation 5

% AIL = \frac{(\text{Weight}_{\text{acid soluble lignin}})}{\text{weight of sample on unextracted basis}} \times 100 \quad (5)

Where AIL is asid-soluble lignin. And finally to develop carbohydrates, the formula used is as shown in Equation 6.

% Sugar = \frac{\text{concentration}_{\text{sample}} \times \text{volume}_{\text{sample}}}{\text{ODW}_{\text{sample}}} \times 100 \quad (6)

Thus, from the above equations, modules are developed by expanding the equations and suit with other relevant equations to produce software that able to perform compositional analysis calculations.

VB allows codes to be created using module, class module and userform. Calculation of each chemical to another component, coding on userform were created accordingly. The example for some codings on userform was shown as in Figure 2.
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**FIGURE 2. Examples of VB Coding**

**VISUAL BASIC APPLICATION**

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.5 in Microsoft Excel 2007 was used to wrote all the coding in order to develop this software.

**ERRORS**

Errors are calculated after the result for both manual and system obtained. Calculation error is determined by summation of the result for compositional analysis. Supposedly the total composition of the components are approaching 100%, however calculation error will lead to deviation of the results. The equation related to error calculation is as in Equation 7

\[
\text{Error} = \frac{\text{value manual calculation} - \text{value in system}}{\text{value in manual calculation}} \times 100
\]
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The developed software was first designed by arranging the modules in the system. The developed software architecture is shown in Figure 3. The arrangement of the modules is based on NREL protocols. Software architecture was designed to give overall picture on how the system works from the beginning until the end. Thus the flows of the system from one page to another strictly follow the software architecture. The system starts with “welcome page” where users are required to logging in their username and password as shown in Figure 4. As the logged in successful, main menu page display will appear as shown in Figure 5. This page will allow users to choose either to proceed with compositional analysis using NREL or TAPPI method. Since NREL and TAPPI are well established method for compositional analysis, therefore these two methods were initially planned to include in this system. But however, only NREL method is accessible at the moment while TAPPI method will be added on later version. After users choose NREL method, “Selection of analysis” display will appear as shown on Figure. NREL compositional analysis method consists of several components analysis as mention before where it includes carbohydrate, lignin, ash, extractives, and protein analysis. For research purpose, some biomass does not require certain analysis such as protein. Thus this system allows users to choose whether to proceed with single component analysis or to proceed with overall analysis. Overall analysis according to NREL follow sequentially starts with ash analysis, followed by extractive, carbohydrate, lignin and protein analysis.
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FIGURE 3. Software architecture
ASH MODULE

Ash module was developed to quantitatively quantify amount of ash in the sample on percent dry weight biomass basis. This analysis requires user to give information on weight of biomass before and after LCB burning using furnace at 575°C. Moisture content of LCB also needed in order to quantify ash. For past case studies moisture content information was obtained from moisture analyzer, therefore the calculation of moisture content was not used. The moisture content information obtained from raw data of 11.2 was included directly in the system to continue calculations for ash analysis as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Welcome page

The raw data information to be included for ash analysis such as the weight of the empty crucibles, the biomass wet weight with crucible and the weight of the crucibles with ashes. The values for this information were filled in the module, and the calculation shows the percentage of ash content contained in this LCB sample is 16.03 percent. The calculated value of using system is the same as the value obtained from manual calculation.

EXTRACTIVES MODULE

The extractive module is a computational analysis module for extractable components in LCB samples. The module for this extractive analysis is divided into three parts, namely the total extraction calculations, water extraction calculations and ethanol extraction calculations. The extraction process introduced by NREL to extract unstructured components in biomass samples is by using water and ethanol as solvent (Sluiter et al. 2008). Materials from biomass samples dissolved in water during the water extraction process include inorganic materials, non-structural sugar, and nitrogenous substances. Whereas, dissolved substances in ethanol solvents are chlorophyll, wax materials, and other minor components (Hames et al. 2008). For calculations in this extractive module, user will be accessed to the full extractive display of the extraction, then display the extractive computational view and finally to the extraction calculations of ethanol.

Extractive extraction view is as shown in Figure 5. For this calculation, users need to filled inputs such as the weight of the fiber filter, the wet weight of the biomass along with the extracted cells, and the dry weight of the biomass extracted with the filter. Inputs for moisture content should also be included such as moisture content of wet weight and dry weight moisture content of the biomass sample. The calculation results from the inputs entered by user will be processed by the system to provide the entire extractive information result and total extractive percentage. In the calculation using this system, the overall extraction percentage obtained was 13.75 percent.

FIGURE 5. Window for Selection of Method of Analysis

The importance of obtaining the whole extractive information is to give the overall value of the extracted component from the LCB sample. This is due to extractive composition is composed of various components, there are components that can be characterized and some are not (Hames 2009). Among the components characterized include dissolved sugars such as acetyl, glucose, sucrose and fructose (Hames 2009). The soluble sugar values in this extraction will then be re-added into the calculated sugar composition calculated on the carbohydrate module for the purpose of correction of the value at the end of the overall analysis.

Additionally, it should be emphasized that the extraction process needs to be done before the carbohydrate analysis process. This is because the failure to isolate the non-structured material from the biomass sample during the process of carbohydrate and lignin analysis has resulted in it being misplaced as lignin. This is because some of the components in the extraction are insoluble in acid during the process of hydrolysis in the carbohydrate and lignin analysis.

Thus, this compound will be precipitated and will be considered as lignin. If this happens, the lignin composition will increase and make the total value of the overall composition of the components in the biomass sample are not accurate.

For water extraction calculations, the main purpose of this calculation is to obtain the percentage of dissolved sugar and oligomeric sugar during the extraction process using water. During the analysis laboratory, the user should obtain a sharp data from water extraction analysis using High Performing
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). The data obtained from this HPLC should be included in this software system to obtain the percentage of soluble sugar and oligomeric sugar found in the original biomass sample. The extraction for this extraction calculation is shown in Figure 5.

For extraction of ethanol, calculations were made to extract the extraction percentages of ethanol from the entire LCB sample. The content in the ethanol extract are not characterized. In ethanol extract, there are various minor compositions such as chlorophyll and wax materials. Thus, the extraction from the extraction analysis of ethanol is incorporated as an extraction of ethanol only though there are other minor components found in it.

Calculation of carbohydrate analysis is one of the complex calculations compared to other components. For the calculation of structured carbohydrate composition, the user will be accessed to the display of carbohydrate analysis as shown in Figure. The inputs that need to be included are the volume of hydrolysate, dry weight of LCB added, and the sugar concentration readings obtained after the analysis using HPLC. This data should be taken during the wet lab done after the hydrolysis process. In order to obtain glucan, xylan, arabinan, and acetyl content, these data are calculated with addition of values from structural sugars obtained in the water extract.

According to raw data processed by the system, percentage of total structured carbohydrates such as glucan, xylan, arabinan and acetyl are 35.90, 21.60, 4.59, and 1.79 respectively. The calculation results using this system are slightly different from manual calculations. This is because the calculations for this structured carbohydrate analysis are long and interconnected with other components of LCB. Hence, for every calculations made by the system, the number of decimal place are taken into account and gives different decimal values compared to manual calculations. However, the difference between these values is not significant and the results obtained still can be applied.

Lignin is a complex phenolic polymer and is one of the major compositions of LCB apart from cellulose and hemicellulose. The lignin content can only be analyzed after the hydrolysis process is performed. Lignin is divided into acid-soluble lignin and acid-insoluble lignin. For analysis of lignin in this system, only values of acid-insoluble lignin are quantified and displayed. The display for lignin analysis is shown in Figure 7.
Acid-insoluble lignin is an insoluble lignin in the acid during the hydrolysis process. Thus, in order to obtain acid-insoluble lignin content, the filtration process is performed on the acid solution after the hydrolysis acid process. The insidious residues in these acids are considered as non-acid soluble lignin. Therefore, the residual weight after the filtration process is to be taken and included as input in this system. This system will process the inputs and provide percent of lignin-non-soluble acid content.

The information users need to put into the system is the weight of the filter paper and plates before and after the filtration process. Weight for after filtration process contains insoluble lignin content. In this case, the weight before the filtration process is 1.3924 gram while for after the filtration process is 1.4637 gram. Analysis using this information provided a percentage of acid-insoluble lignin content of 26.58 percent.

**PROTEIN MODULE**

The protein analysis module is a module that allows analysis of protein content calculation in the l.c.b sample. The raw data required in this protein module involves the reading of the Nitrogen Analyzer instrument. Protein reading of this protein must be performed before and after the extraction process to obtain protein content before the extraction process and the protein is extracted during the extraction process. Both of these values need to be taken into account for correction of values at the end of the analysis and avoid double counting of the protein components in l.c.b samples. The display for the calculation of the protein content is shown in Figure 8.

From the computational analysis of this protein, user will get information such as extracted protein content. From raw data information included in systems such as biomass weight, nitrogen content before extraction, extracted biomass weight, and nitrogen content after extraction, extracted extraction results obtained was 1.12 percent. This value is equal to the value obtained from manually calculated calculations. Thus, this protein module provides precise calculations for the analysis of protein computations in l.c.b samples. For each module that has been accessed by the user, the results of the composition analyzed are displayed in the analysis results display as shown in Figure 9.

To determine whether this developed software can be used, comparisons of the system and manual calculation is done to obtained percentage error for these two calculations.

The percentage error of the difference in the results of the systematic calculations and the use of the software is as shown in Table 1. This percentage of error is calculated by taking the ratio of difference in values in computational using system and manually calculation. Based on this calculation error, the percentage error for all major components such as carbohydrates, lignin, extractives, ash and proteins is less than 2 percent. This 2 percent error rate is an acceptable difference in the development of software, although in general software authentication, error less than 10 percent is allowed (John 2013).

For overall calculations, the results obtained from manual calculations and system calculations with their respective errors are concluded as in Table 1. Based on the result, the composition of rice straw calculated in this study consist of 62.06% structural carbohydrate, 26.24% klason lignin, 1.75% of acetyl group. Non-structural components consist of ash and extractive contain 6.03% and 6.72% respectively. Composition of same sample of rice straw reported by Harun et al. consist of 61.6% structural carbohydrate, 26.2% Klason lignin, 1.11% acetyl group and 16.8% of non structural extractive and ash. The compositions were as well compared with other compositional analysis result (Harun et al. 2013).

**CONCLUSION**

This paper has presented software to aid for l.c.b compositional analysis calculation. The software architecture has been developed in order to design the software. This software consist of overall calculation of biomass compositional analysis and as well as calculation by components. Thus this software includes five main modules which are ash module, protein module, extractives module, carbohydrate module and lignin module. The comparisons made by manual
and software calculation, then the result shows that the calculations are acceptable since the error deviated are less than 2% (Walkenbach 2013).
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